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Abstract: Ternary wurtzite In0.5Al0.5N films and coatings are promising candidates for microelec-
tronic or optoelectronic devices due to their excellent physical and chemical properties. However,
as a universal and non-negligible phenomenon, in-plane strain and its effects on the structure and
properties of In0.5Al0.5N still need systematic research. In particular, the deformation mechanism of
In0.5Al0.5N under biaxial strain is not clearly understood currently. To reveal the role of the internal
relaxation effect in lattice deformation, the lattice variation, thermal stability, and the electronic
properties of ternary wurtzite compound In0.5Al0.5N under different biaxial strains are systemati-
cally investigated, using first-principles calculations based on density functional theory. The results
indicate that, compared with the classic elastic deformation mechanism with constrained atomic
coordinates, atom relaxation results in a much smaller Poisson ratio. Moreover, the plastic relaxation
In0.5Al0.5N phase, generated by free atom relaxation, exhibits higher thermal stability than the elastic
relaxation phase, so it is the most likely phase in reality when biaxial strain is imposed. Meanwhile,
the biaxial strain has a remarkable influence on the electronic structure of In0.5Al0.5N films, where a
non-linear variety of energy band gaps can be seen between the valance band and conduction band.

Keywords: InAlN thin film; biaxial strain; electronic properties; internal relaxation

1. Introduction

Boron group elements and their nitrides, such as AlGaN and InGaN, have been ex-
tensively used in UV lasers, light-emitting diodes or high-electron-mobility transistors,
and other fields [1–3], owing to their excellent physical and chemical properties, such
as wide bandgap, superior luminous and quantum efficiency, as well as extraordinary
resistance from high temperature, acid, alkali, and radiation. The wurtzite (WZ) compound
InxAl1−xN, as a promising representative of these materials, has attracted extensive atten-
tion in recent years within the field because of its unique performance. For example, the
adjustable bandgap with a wide range (0.7~6.2 eV) allows for the realization of emission
and detection from ultraviolet to infrared in the wavelength range. Moreover, the refractive
index makes it a suitable candidate for microelectronic or optoelectronic devices [4–6].

On the other hand, InAlN ternary alloy, instead of a conventional AlGaN barrier layer,
is the best way to solve the problems caused by the strain of the barrier layer. In lattice-
matched InAlN/GaN heterostructures, the InAlN barrier layer is in a strain-free state, which
effectively eliminates the strain-related inverse piezoelectric effect and reliability problems.
In fact, depending on the change of In composition, InAlN can form lattice-matched
heterostructures of different channel materials, such as InAlN/AlGaN, InAlN/GaN and
InAlN/InGaN, respectively, to meet different application requirements. Therefore, InAlN
alloy materials bring more choices and degrees of freedom to the design of nitride-based
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heterostructures and devices, provide opportunities for the further improvement of device
performance, greatly expand the research scope, solve the device problems based on
conventional AlGaN and InGaN ternary alloys, and can realize many theoretical predictions
and expand the application space of nitride devices.

Compared with AlGaN, InGaN, or other Boron group element nitrides, it is more
complex and challenging to obtain high-quality epitaxial thin films for InxAl1−xN, which
is mainly due to the difference between two basic binary nitrides, i.e., AlN and InN.
Specifically, the growth of AlN requires a high temperature and low III-V element ratio,
while low temperature and high III-V ratio are needed for the growth of InN [7]. In addition,
the lattice constant mismatch of AlN and InN in a and c are 12.3% and 13.5%, respectively,
thereafter introducing tremendous strain in epitaxial InxAl1−xN film. The biaxial strain
is also quite universal in these thin films, and it is essential to determine the physical
properties of such materials. Until now, considerable efforts have been made to address
this issue, for example, introducing an AlN intermediate layer at the InxAl1−xN/GaN
interface [8]. However, the mechanism between biaxial strain and physical properties
is not clear for InxAl1−xN thin films so far, especially WZ InxAl1−xN. Fortunately, our
previous study showed that internal relaxation plays a crucial role in the deformation
of crystalline materials under biaxial strain [9]. In this study, the effects of strain on the
geometry structure, stability, electronic structure, and other physical properties of this
nitride are systematically investigated by applying the in-plane strains on WZ In0.5Al0.5N
within the framework of the first-principles analyzing method.

2. Modeling and Computational Details

The equilibrium phase of AlN and InN is a wurtzite-type structure at room tempera-
ture and atmospheric pressure. The experimental values for a and c of the crystallographic
cells are 3.112 Å (3.548 Å) and 4.982 Å (5.760 Å), respectively [10,11]. It has been proved
that AlN and InN could form continuous compounds in the whole compositional range
with the formula InxAl1−xN, deviating slightly from Vegard’s rule [12]. In this study, the
cell of In0.5Al0.5N was set up by replacing half of the Al atoms in the cell model, as it can be
reasonably chosen as a typical representative of InxAl1−xN compounds.

In this work, the CASTEP coded package was employed for computation and analysis
of the structural, mechanical, stability, and electronic properties of In0.5Al0.5N based on a
plane wave basis, set within the density functional theory framework [13,14]. The lattice
structure and atomic configuration of the initial In0.5Al0.5N cell were optimized through a
ground state energy calculation, using the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof function within the
generalized gradient approximations (GGA) to describe the electron–electron exchange and
correlation effects [15]. The ultrasoft pseudopotentials method was employed, in which
the atomic core, as well as the near-core electrons, were treated as Coulomb cores, and the
valance electrons are N (2s22p3), Al (3s23p1), and In (5s25p1), respectively [16]. During the
computation, the cut-off energy and Brillouin zone k-point mesh of 1020 eV, 11 × 11 × 6,
1090 eV, 12 × 12 × 6, and 1190 eV, 11 × 11 × 6 were used for the AlN, InN, and In0.5Al0.5N,
respectively. It has been examined and proved to be reason enough for the convergence
of the computation. The deviation in parameters from the experimental one is lower than
5%, so the whole calculation is reasonably reliable. The method used in this work to apply
biaxial strain has been reported previously. Compared with the classic elastic deformation
model with fixed atomic coordinates, the effects of internal relaxation on the structure and
other physical properties of In0.5Al0.5N are investigated in detail in this research. After
the structural computation, the B3LYP hybrid function [17] was employed to compute
the band structures and density of states. The cut-off energy and K-point meshes were
450 eV and 3 × 3 × 6, respectively. The obtained lattice parameters and elastic constants
for these three nitrides are summarized in Table 1. The lattice parameters obtained in
this work are in considerable agreement with the previously reported experimental and
theoretical values [18]. The evident deviations between the results in this work and the
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experimental and theoretical values reported in the literature originate from the settings of
the exchange-correlation functional in the calculations.

Table 1. Lattice parameters and elastic constants of AlN, InN, and In0.5Al0.5N.

Name Method a = b/Å c/Å C11/GPa C12/GPa C13/GPa C33/GPa C44/GPa

AlN
Experimental [19] 3.112 4.982 396 137 108 373 116

This work 3.126 5.002 428.8 93.2 64.1 418.3 125.0
HSE [20] 3.103 4.970 410.2 142.4 110.1 385.0 122.9

InN
Experimental [21] 3.548 5.760 225 109 108 265 55

This work 3.593 5.835 246.0 67.6 45.7 264.8 59.6
HSE [20] 3.542 5.711 233.8 110.0 91 238.3 55.4

In0.5Al0.5N
This work 3.348 5.527 256.5 89.3 84.1 321.0 69.2

Others 3.35 [18] 5.37 [18] 293 [22] 128.3 [22] 105.3 [22] 298.25 [22] 73.75 [22]

GGA functionals in this work are believed to provide a better overall description of
the electronic subsystem than the classic local exchange-correlation functionals, which tend
to overbind atoms, so that the bond lengths and the cell volume are usually underestimated
by a few percent, and the bulk modulus is correspondingly overestimated. GGA corrects
this error but may underbind instead, leading to slightly long bond lengths and deviations
in the elastic constants. On the other hand, despite standard Kohn–Sham approaches,
the Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof (HSE) screened exchange hybrid functionals scheme offers
a high degree of accuracy in lattice parameters and bulk moduli, for a wide range of
semiconductors, but with an additional cost.

3. Results and Discussion

It is well recognized that the Poisson phenomenon is the effect that a solid-state tends
to transfer the lattice deformation to other directions. Through this effect, the solid-state
system will reduce the strain energy and make the lattice more stable. Figure 1 shows
the out-of-plane strain εzz as a function of in-plane strain εxx of In0.5Al0.5N, where the
out-of-plane strain εzz decreases linearly with the increase in in-plane strain εxx. The slope
of the L2 line is the Poisson ratio (−0.5228), which can be obtained using the equation
ν = −2C13/C33 for this WZ type of symmetry, where ν denotes the Poisson ratio, and C13
and C33 are elastic constants (Table 1). It is worth noting that the slope of L1 is much
smaller than that of L2, illustrating that internal relaxation reduces out-of-plane train and,
thus, Poisson ratio. This phenomenon has also been verified experimentally for other WZ
compounds [23], and the results of this work are reliable.
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The cohesive energy (Ecoh) of a solid refers to the energy required to separate the
constituent atoms apart from each other to form an assembly of neutral free atoms [24],
which can be used to evaluate of thermal stability of crystal materials. Figure 2 shows the
Ecoh of In0.5Al0.5N versus different deformations of biaxial strain. The same parabolic-type
relationship can be found for the deformed phases, with and without internal relaxation. It
is evident that under the same biaxial strain, the cohesive energy after internal relaxation is
more negative than the elastically deformed phase, indicating higher thermal stability of
In0.5Al0.5N after internal relaxation than that caused by classic elastic deformation without
internal relaxation, so it is the most likely phase in reality when biaxial strain is imposed.
The same phenomenon can also be found in WZ ZnO [9]; although there is still work to
do yet, these results indicate that the WZ-type compounds after internal relaxation are the
most likely phases.
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The electronic properties of a material primarily depend on the type of elements
that make up the material and the topology of these elements. The latter determines its
electronic structure by defining the overall distribution of various fields, such as electric
charge (electric field) in the material. The atomic relaxation of In0.5Al0.5N involves adjusting
atomic position, which inevitably affects its electronic structure. Figure 3 presents the results
of the most stable phase (i.e., after freely atomic relaxation) under biaxial strain.
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From Figure 3, we can see that the band gap (Eg) of In0.5Al0.5N under no in-plane
strain is 2.55 eV, which is in good accordance with the experimental results of optical
absorption [25], verifying the reliability of our calculation method. Moreover, we noticed
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that the band-gap values vary evidently with the applied strains. Specifically, the values
of band gap Eg monotonically narrow under compressive strain, while the band gap Eg
first widens and then narrows under tensile strain. It is noteworthy that the Eg exhibits the
highest value of 2.65 eV, at a tensile strain of around 1%, indicating that the band gap Eg of
solid states, such as WZ-type compounds, can be modulated by applying in-plane strain.

To shed light on the mechanism of biaxial strain on the electronic structures, we carried
out the calculations of energy-band structure and electronic density of states (DOS), as
depicted in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Many works have confirmed that the equilibrium
state of In0.5Al0.5N exhibits typical direct band-gap semiconductor characteristics, with
valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) appearing at the Γ
point of the Brillouin zone. We first focus our attention on the energy band structure. The
results show that the main outline of the band structure of In0.5Al0.5N is very close to those
of InN and AlN, with a relatively smooth VBM, mainly composed of N2p orbitals [26].
The bottom of the conduction band (CB) primarily consists of s orbital electrons, with a
free-electron-like distribution, which leads to the lower effective mass of the charge carrier
at the bottom of the conduction band (electron) than that at the top of the valence band
(hole, VB). That is to say, the mobility of electron charge is higher than that of the hole in
In0.5Al0.5N, thus, resulting in an n-type semiconductor at normal conditions.
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The band structure changes significantly with the application of the biaxial strain.
Concerning CB, an apparent monotonic decrease can be seen for CBM under compressive
strain, while CBM rises first and then decreases under tensile strain, leading to a maximum
band gap between VBM and CBM, occurring at a tension strain of 1%. Furthermore, the
locations of bands in VB also vary with the biaxial strain. As reported by Yang [27], the
VBM consists of the near degenerate heavy hole (HH) and crystal-field-split hole (CH)
bands. As can be seen from Figure 4, the HH band of WZ In0.5Al0.5N is consistently above
CH, regardless of biaxial strain, which is different from Yang’s research on other II-V and
III-V WZ semiconductors, such as GaN and CdSe, where the CH band shifts upward and
becomes the VBM under tensile strain. On the other hand, the positions of HH and CH
and the gaps have changed remarkably, especially in our study, as the HH bands become
non-degenerate.
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Beyond that, the biaxial strain also shows an apparent influence on the density of
states. As revealed in Figure 5, the variety of VB is quite simple, where the peaks from every
species move downward to the lower energy region under compressive strain and upward
to the higher energy region under tensile strain. In contrast, a relatively complicated change
can be identified for CB in Figures 4 and 5, in which the peak positions firstly undergo an
upward shifting in the tiny tensile strain region (≤1%) and then rapidly move downward,
as the tensile strain continues to increase, although the peaks of CB show similar trends
to that of the valence band in the compressive strain region. Moreover, the magnitude of
effects of biaxial strain on the valence band and conduction band is different. In general, the
shift range of the peak in the conduction band is more significant than that of the valence
band. It is believed that the change in electronic structure will cause a variety of related
optical behavior, which will be investigated in further work.

The above theoretical results have a particular significance for the preparation and
practical application of optoelectronic devices based on AlxIn1−xN materials. For example,
they can be used to assist in formulating the preparation process and parameters to shift
the electronic structure of AlxIn1−xN, to realize accurate regulation of device characteristics.
They can also be used to evaluate the influence of temperature and its changes, matrix
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materials, and other practical factors on the performance of the AlxIn1−xN-based device, to
determine the best service conditions for specific performance requirements.

4. Conclusions

In summary, the influence of biaxial strain on the structure, thermal stability, as
well as electronic properties, of wurtzite-type In0.5Al0.5N was investigated based on the
first-principles computations. Compared with the classical linear elastic deformation
mechanism with fixed atomic coordinates, the internal relaxation, involving free atom and
lattice adjustment, will lead to plastic relaxation, along with a similar linear dependence
in the out-of-plane strain on the in-plane strain, although the Poisson ratio of the plastic
relaxation phase is much smaller than that of its elastic relaxation counterpart under the
same biaxial strain. In addition, the change in the cohesive energy of this compound after
plastic relaxation, under the same strain, is also smaller than that of the elastic-deformed
one, indicating that the internal relaxation will improve the thermal stability of In0.5Al0.5N,
relative to elastic relaxation under biaxial strain. The electronic structure of wurtzite
In0.5Al0.5N is also significantly affected and modulated by internal relaxation.
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